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In this paper the concept of a linear normed "system space" Ga()t > 0) is 
introduced. It is shown that Ga(,~ > 0) is a Hilbert space and that it satisfies all 
the known properties of an abstract Hilbert space. 
The  class of nonlinear functionals based on the Wiener process {x(t), t ~ I3 
with ~°(x(t) • x(s)) ~ (1/2~) rain(t, s) and also stochastic hereditary (or non- 
hereditary) differential equations of Ito type are represented by a characteristic 
element of the "systems pace" G;~. 
The criterion for weak and strong compactness of subsets of the system 
space G,~ are presented. These criterion are found very useful in the synthesis 
of nonlinear systems with constraints on the system space. This is illustrated 
by an example. Extension of these results to more general system spaces 
G~ ~ (p ~> 1) ~ > 0 is briefly indicated. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Based on the earlier results of Wiener (1958), recently Brick (1968) and 
Ahmed (1968, 1969) reported some interesting results in the theory of non- 
linear systems. These results are quite useful in the Fourier analysis of 
nonlinear systems defined on the Wiener measure space (f2, B,/~a). Recently it 
was reported in [Ahmed (1970)] that the solution of a large class of stochastic 
(hereditary or nonhereditary) Ito differential equations [Ito (195t), Ahmed 
(1970)] has a canonical representation with random Fourier Kernels. These 
results are useful in the analysis and synthesis of nonlinear systems provided 
there is no constraint. 
In this paper we are interested in the problem of synthesis of nonlinear 
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systems and filters with constraints. For this purpose we introduce the 
normed vector space Ga (for h > 0) defined by 
Ga ~ IK ~ (K0,/£1 .... , Ks ""): Ks 6L2(P) for each s ~ N and that 
JIKII]A ~ s! f i, 5 I = 3=0 ~ "'" [ K,(r~ ,..., rs)I ~ dry"" dr,  < oo , 
where P is the s-copies of the interval I on the real line, A is any positive real 
number, N is the set of nounegative integers and, for s = 0, L~(I °) stands for 
the field of scalars. 
In Section II certain basic properties of the space Ga are developed and it is 
shown there that for each A > 0 Ga is a Hilbert space. In Section III necessary 
and sufficient conditions for weak and strong compactness of a subset F of 
the "system space" Ga are presented. These results combined with a recent 
result [Ahmed (1970), Prop. 3] are then used in Section IV to obtain a syn- 
thesis (in the weak sense) of a large class of nonlinear stochastic differential 
systems of Ito type with constraints on Ga. 
Possible extensions of these results to the more general class of "systems 
spaces" G2 (p ~ 1) are briefly indicated in Section V. 
II. SOME BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE SPACE Ga 
In the following we will observe that G a is a Hilbert space. 
DEFINITION 1. Consider the mapping that takes G a X G a into C--the 
field of scalars by the rule 
{K,L} ~ ~X~ (Ks,L3 £ (K, L)~, 
s=O 
where (Ks ,Ls) is the usual innerproduct defined for L2(P) spaces and 
tl Ks II is the norm of K s ~L~(IQ. 
LEMMA 1. For all K andL ~ Ga, ](K,L)a [ ~< 1[ Klla HL Ila where 
IlKl]a £ s. [!K, II 2 
\ 8=o ~ * 
(2.1) 
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LEMMA 2. For all K andL ~ Ga and ~ ~ C; K + L ~ G a , aK ~ G a and that 
I lK +LI]a ~ [[ K[Ja + [[L[[a. (2.2) 
It follows from the above Lemmas that G a is a linear vector space over C 
with an innerproduct satisfying the following properties: 
For all K, L, M ~ G a and ~ c C 
(K +L ,  M h = (K, M h +(L ,  M h 
(~K, L)a = ~(K, L)a 
(2.3) 
(K, L)~ = (L, K)* 
[ ]K [ I~=(K ,K)a>0 if K@0EGa,  
where z* is the complex conjugate of the complex number z. The above 
relations imply 
(0, K)a = (K, 0)a = 0; (K, -L)a = ,*(K, L)a 
and 
(K, L -k M)a = (K, L)a q- (K, M)a. (2.4) 
Remark. A sequence in G a will be denoted by using a superscript 
{K s} ~ {(K0%/£1 . . . .  K~ ~-'')} ~ G~. 
PROPOSITION 1. G a is a Hilbert space. 
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that the space Ga is the direct sum 
of the Hilbert spaces {L2(I~), sE N} each with the innerproduct 
(s!/(2)~)*)(K,, r )  for K~, L~ ~L2(I ~) 
and the fact that the direct sum of an infinite family of Hilbert spaces is itself 
a Hilbert space. 
LEMMA 3. The following equality known as the parallelogram identify 
'[ K q- L [Ia 2+ II K -- L []a 2= 2 I[K 1[~ q- 2 [[ L [[~ (2.5) 
holds for all K, L ~ G a . 
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An immediate consequence of Lemma 2 and Proposition 1 is 
LEMMA 4. The space Ga , with the metric p defined by 
p(g, L) zx s[ [I Ks - -  Ls l] K, L ~ Ga, 
is a complete metric space. 
PROPOSITION 2. To each L* ~ Ga* (bounded linear functionals on Ga) 
there corresponds a unique L ~ G a such that L *(K) = (K, L)a for all K ~ Ga, 
where 
oo 
This is true in every Hilbert space. 
n i .  STRONGLY AND WEAKLY COMPACT SUBSETS OF G;~ 
We are now prepared to study the question of compactness ofsubsets of Ga • 
The following definitions are standard. 
DEFINITION 2. A sequence {K ~} E Ga is said to be weakly convergent to 
an element K ° ~ Ga if lim~ L*(K ~) = L*(K °) for everyL* ~ Ga*. 
DEFINITION 3. (i) A set F C Ga is said to be sequentially compact if 
every infinite sequence from F has a convergent subsequence converging in 
the norm topology to an element in G~ and it is said to be closed if the limit 
also belongs to F. 
(ii) A set F C Ga is said to be weakly sequentially compact if every 
infinite sequence from F has a weakly convergent subsequence. Further F 
is said to be weakly closed if this limit also belongs to F. 
DEFINITION 4. A set F C Ga is said to be bounded if supfc~ [[ K [I~ ~ a 
for some finite real number a >/0.  
DEFINITION 5. A set F C G a is said to be conditionally compact if its 
closure is compact. 
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PROPOSITION 3. A set F C G a is weakly (sequentially) compact if, and only 
if, it is bounded. 
The above proposition is true in every Hilbert space; in fact this is true for 
every reflexive Banach space. 
However, the question of strong compactness i  interesting and does not 
follow immediately. A set of necessary and sufficient conditions for strong 
compactness of subsets of G,~ are presented in Proposition 4. 
Let us define a linear shift operator A t, t >~ 0 on Ga by 
ArK = (Ko , K~(t + r);..., K~(t + r 1 ,..., t + rs),...). 
It is clear that K e G a implies that ArK ~ G a for all t > /0  and that [1A t I] <~ 1. 
To avoid additional complications we will assume in this section that the 
internal I is bounded. Without any loss of generality we may assume, for the 
sake of simplicity, that for each integer n, K~(t + rl ,..., t + %) ~ 0 when- 
ever (t q- r 1 ,..., t q- r~) ~ I ~. 
PROPOSITION 4. 
only if, 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
A set F C Ga is (strongly) conditionally compact if, and 
F is bounded; 
~im ~ II K ,  [I 2 = 0 uniformly with respect o K e F, and 
lim II A~K -- gila = 0 uniformly with respect o K eF.  
t-~U 
Proof. First we prove that if the condition (i), (ii), and (iii) are satisfied 
then F is conditionally compact. Since in a metric space conditional compact- 
ness is equivalent to sequential compactness (Dunford (1964), Theorem 15, 
p. 22) it will be shown that F is sequentially compact. 
Further in a complete metric space a necessary and sufficient condition for 
sequential compactness of a subset F of the space is that for every e > 0 there 
exists a finite e-net for F (Kantorovich and Akilov (1964), Theorem 2, p. 19). 
Since Ga with the metric p is a complete metric space (Lemma 4) it is sufficient 
to demonstrate he existence of a finite e-net for the setF C G a . By hypothesis 
(ii) of the proposition, for every e > 0, there exists a finite n*(e) ~ N so that 
~=..+1 ~ II K, II ~ < (e/2)~ for all K z5 (K0, Ks ,..., Ks ,...) ~F. 
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Define the set E zx {K~G a :K= (K0 ,K  s ,..., K~, , 0, 0, 0,...)} and let 
Eo z~ E n F. It is clear that E is a closed linear subspace of G a and a complete 
metric space with the same metric p. Since by hypothesis (i) F is bounded E0 
is also bounded and further it is an •/2-net for the set F C Ga, that is, for 
every K e F there exists a K* e E o so that p(K, K*) < e/2. This is clear since 
for every K = (Ko, K s --- K~,, K~.+I "") ~F  one may choose for K*  the 
element [K]~. = (K0, K s -'" K~., 0, 0,...) e E o . Therefore it is sufficient to 
show that the set E 0 has afinite E/2 net. Let for each s ~ N, P* be the projection 
so that P* : G a -+ L2(I*). Since F is bounded F, zx P~F is a bounded subset of 
L~(P) for each s e N. The condition (iii) of the proposition implies that 
( "" f [ K~(t +-q  t -I- %) -- K~(rl ..... %)]z d%""  d% = 0 l!m toQ " ' "  
for all K,  eF ,  CL2(P). These are precisely the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for conditional compactness (equivalently sequential compactness) 
of a set F ,  C L~(P)(Kantorovich (1964), p. 297, Theorem 2, Dunford (1964), 
p. 298, Theorem 20). Consider the Cartesian product T = YIs~0 T, where for 
each s ~ {0, 1, 2,.. n*} Ts ~= F8 and for each integer s /> n* + 1 Ts = {0} is a 
one point set consisting of the zero element of the space L2(P). 
Since for each s e N T, is sequentially compact, by Tychonoff's product 
theorem (Dunford (1964), Theorem 5, p. 32; Kelley (1964), p. 238) the set T is 
a sequentially compact subset of E C Ga in the product topology. Since the 
product opology on T is equivalent to the metric topology of E (because E
n* L2 p is isomorphic to the product rL=o ( ) of a finite number n* o fL  ~ spaces) 
the set T is a sequentially compact subset of E in its metric topology. It is clear 
that a subset of a sequentially compact set is itself sequentially compact. 
Therefore the set E 0 C T is also sequentially compact. Consequently, for 
every e > 0 there exists afinite set E0o C E which is an •/2-net for the set E o . 
Thus E00 is a finite e-net for the set F and hence F is sequentially compact. 
This completes the proof of sufficiency. 
The necessity of the conditions follows from the following considerations: 
I f F  is conditionally compact then it must have a finite e-net, that is, for every 
• > 0 there must exist a finite set D~ Lx {K i, i = 1, 2 .... re(e)} of elements 
m 
of the set F so that F C ~Ji=l N~/5 (Ki), and that m = re(e) is finite where 
N~/5(K i) = {K ~F : II K -- K i lla < el5}. 
It is easy to show that if any one of the conditions (i) and (ii) stated in the 
proposition is violated then it is impossible to confine the set F in a finite 
union of arbitrary s-neighborhoods of any finite collection of elements 
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chosen from F. Condition (i) is clear. Condition (ii) is proved as follows. 
For each K i ~ D,  m C F and for the given e > 0 there exists a finite integer 
n i ,  i = 1, 2,... m, so that 
co  
~ It K? If" < (45Y. 
8~.  z k l 
Let , /~  max {na, n= .... n,,,}. Then for any K zx (Ko ,  K~ .... , Ks ' " )  ~F  
:o  1 :o  3o 3! 
~o I oo s ]  
$" " K 112 2 7_, (-~tt ,--Ks': 4-2 ~ (~l IK¢! l  2 
for an arbitrary K i ~ Dm. 
Since the left-hand side of the above inequality is independent of the choice 
of K i ~ Dr, we may choose that R '  for which K E N~/5(Ki). This makes the 
first term on the right-hand side of the inequality less than 2e2/25. Further 
~ n~ for all i = l, 2,... m and consequently the second term is also less than 
2e2/25. Thus, 
4e2 
Y~ ~V tl K~ I/" < ~ < e 2 
s>~7 ~ z 
for all K ~F. f i  being finite and e being arbitrary we have the condition (ii). 
The necessity of condition (iii) is proved as follows. Since the spaces C(P)  
are dense inL~(Is)( p >/ 1) for each s E N(Dunford (1964), p. 298, Lemma 19) 
we can replace the set D~, by a set D,,,' = [L i, i -- 1, 2,... m} so that 
]iI. ~-  K']la <-~e/5 for i = 1,2,.. .m 
and that for each s ~ NL¢~ C(I*) for each i -- 1, 2,..., m. From the above 
discussion then follows that for every K ~ F and K ~ ~ D,, 
iI A*K  - -  KIla % [[ ArK --  AeK * ![a 4- il AtK~ - -  K~ [ia -k ]] K '  --  K[]a. (3.1) 
Since D,,~ is an e-net for the set F, there exists a r ~ {1, 2,... m} such that 
[[ K --  K ~ [[a ~< e/5. Using this element in (3.1) we have, 
11A'K - -  K Ila ~< (1 -k {[ A*//) I[ K -- n r Ila +/I  A 'K~ --  R?r [[a 
~< (2/5)~ + ~1A~K* - - K ~ ]]a. (3.2) 
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But ArK  r - K ~ =ArK  r - A*L r + AtL  r - L r + L ~ - K ~ whereL ~ED,~' 
and therefore we have 
I] A*K  -- K [14 ~< (4/5)e + I[ A%r  --  Lr 114. (3.3) 
Since L~e D,,~', i.e., each of the components of the element L r for each 
r e{1, 2 .... m} is continuous, for every ~ > 0 there exists 3 > 0 such that 
I IA *L~-L  ~lj4 ~<e/5 whenever 0<t  ~8.  Thus, I1AtK--K[14 ~e for 
all K e F whenever 0 < t ~< 8. Therefore the conditions tated in the prop- 
osition are also necessary. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark. For )~ > 0, let (~, B, t'4) be the Wiener measure space correspond- 
ing to the Wiener process {x(t), t e I}  with d(x( t )x (s ) )= 1/22, rain(t, s). 
When (D, B,/*4) is a general measure space, for example the Wiener measure 
space, it is not immediately clear how the criterion given in the Theorems 20 
and 21 (Dunford (1964), p. 298-301, Theorems 20, 21) are changed. The 
difficulty lies in the fact that ~ is not a finite dimensional Euclidean space; 
it is in fact the space of Brownian motion functions. So far as weak 
compactness is concerned the criterion is identical both for G4 and any other 
Hilbert space. 
Thus for the L2(f2, B,/24) space over the Wiener measure space (D, B,/~a) 
the following result is immediate. 
COROLLARY 1. A set F CL2(f2, B, 1"4) is weakly (sequentially) compact 
i f  and only i f  F is bounded. 
The difference lies in the criterion for strong compactness. The condition 
(ii) of Proposition 4 was found to be a necessary condition for a subset of G4 to 
be compact but this is not required for L 2 spaces over any finite dimensional 
space. ¢ 
Remark. I f  the basic set I on which the Wiener process is defined is the 
whole real line then like Theorems 20, 21 (Dunford (1964), pp. 298-301) 
we must add a fourth condition to Proposition 4 giving 
rr 
,=x2" o (210 22 ! K, ( r l  ,..., %)]2 dr ' "  drs = 0 (3.4) 
s= ~s\im8 
uniformly with respect o K = (K0, K 1 "" Ks "") ~F, where Im* C R* and 
limrn_~ I~ s { Rs; R s being the s-copies of the real line. 
The criterion for compactness of subsets of L=(aQ, B,/-*a) can be stated 
directly in terms of (a) the ergodic shift (Wiener, p. 44){T t, t >/0} of 
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measure preserving transformations of the e-field B into itself and (b) pro- 
jections in theL2(D, B, ~a) space. Let {Hn(K,, e), K,  EL2(I'); n = 0, 1, 2""} 
be the modified Wiener's orthogonal set [Wiener (1958), p. 28, Ahmed (1969), 
p. 141) defined by 
H.(X., ~) 
[n /2 ]  n! 
(4a)m(n - -  m)! m! Sm(dx(7"l' (y) "'" dx(~'n ,o')) 
where 
s~(a~(~, ~),..., a~(~-., ,)) = H a4~-,, ~,) for m = 0 
i=l 
= H ~( 7i - -  72m+1--i) dTi d72m+l-i d~(3",, g) for m ) 1 
~,=i j=2m+l 
(3.5) 
and 8(t) is the Dirac delta function. 
Let for each heN,  M ~ zx;-~{H~(K~,a):K~eL2(P)s>~n} be the 
closure of the linear subspace of the L~(D, B,/xa) space spanned by the 
elements {H~ :K~ ~L2(P)s >~ n} and all their linear combinations and let 
Q~ be the corresponding projection so that QnfE M ~ for each.f ~L2(f2, B,/~a)- 
The following lemma is useful in the sequel. 
LEMMA 5. The space L2(g#, B, tLa) is isometrically isomorphic to the space Ga . 
Proof. The orthogonal set {H~(K~, ~r), K n eL2(I')} CL2(f2, B,/za) is 
known to be complete [Wiener (1958), p. 41; Ahmed (1970); p. 161)] in the 
class L2(f2, B,/za). For every f eLZ(f2, B, ixa) there exists a sequence of 
Fourier Kernels Rn eL~(I~), n ~ N corresponding to the orthogonal system 
{H,} so that j'~f(a) H~(Kr~ , a) dFa = [n!/(2),)~](R~, K,~) with the property 
that 
Thus, the element R zx (R0, R1 ,... R~ '--) ~ G a and is uniquely determined 
by the orthogonal system {H~} and the element f ~ L2(~, B,/~a). Conversely, 
by virtue of Theorem 2, [Ahmed (1968), Theorem 2, p. 147] which is an 
analog of the Riesz-Fischer theorem, there corresponds to every element 
643/23/x-6 
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R = (R0, R1, R~ ,..., Rs ' " )  of G~ an element f of L~(£2, B, iz~) which has 
{R~} as its Fourier Kernels. This correspondence is one to one. If  
f~ ~ K z~ (K0,/£1.. .  K~...) and f~ *-~ R =& (Ro, R~ ,..., R , ' " )  
then a l l  ~ aK = (aKo, aKl ,..., aKs "" ") for every a E C and 
f~ + f2 +-+ K + R ~ (K o + R o , 1<21 + R1,..., K z -[- R s ...). 
Further, the isometry follows from the equality 
(f~ \1/2 
[f~--f~lmdl~a) = [IK--LH~ = p(K,L) 
[Ahmed (1968), p. 150]. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
With this preparation we are now in a position to present he criterion for 
strong conditional compactness of a subset F C L2(£2, B,/~a) directly. 
COROLLARY 2. A set F C L ~ (£2, B, iza) is strongly conditionally compact if, 
and only if, 
(i) F is bounded, 
(ii) limn_~ j't~ ]Q~f(a)[~ d/za(~) = 0 uniformly with respect tofbF,  and 
(iii) l im~ 0 ~ }f(T~a) --f(a)]~ dth(a) = 0 uniformly with respect to 
f EF; where {Q", n >/0} and {T ~, t >/0} are as defined before. 
Proof. The proof follows from Proposition 4 and Lemma 5 and the fact 
that compactness and weak compactness are preserved under isomorphism. 
DEFINITION 7. A function ~o mapping a Banach space B into the reals is 
said to be weakly lower-semicontinuous ( pper-semicontinuous) at the point 
fo E B if 5o(fo) ~ lim n inf ~o(f~)(qo(fo) ) lira sup 9(fn)) for every sequence 
{f~} ~ B that converges weakly to fo ~ B. The function 9 is said to be weakly 
lower-semicontinuous ( pper-semicontinuous) on a set F o C B if it is so at 
every point o f f  o . 
The following results are quoted from M.M. Vainberg (1964). 
PROPOSITION 5. A weakly lower-semicontinuous real valued function ~o 
defined on a weakly compact subset F of a Banaeh space B attains its infimum 
in F provided it is also weakly closed (Vainberg (1964), p. 78, Theorem 9.2). 
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PROPOSITION 6. A weakly upper-semicontinuous real valued function ~o 
defined on a weakly compact subset F of a Banach space B attains it supremum 
in F provided F is also weakly closed [Vainberg (1964), p. 100, Theorem 13.1 ]. 
PROPOSITION 7. A continuous real valued function qo defined on a subset 
F of a Banach space B attains both the minimum and maximum in F if F is 
weakly compact and weakly closed [Vainberg, (1964), p. 100, Theorem 13.2]. 
IV. AN APPLICATION 
The following example is intended to illustrate apossible application of the 
space Ga and its properties to the problems of optimal synthesis of nonlinear 
filters with constraints. 
Consider the following class of stochastic Ito differential equations 
dy =fdt - t -gdx ,  t~ I  A=[o,r], (4.1) 
where f may take either of the two forms 
(i) f = f ( t ,y(t))  and (ii) f = f(t,y(s); 0 ~< s ~< t); and similarly, g 
may take any of the following forms 
(i) g = g(t, y(t)), (ii) g = g(t, y(t), x(t)), (iii) g = g(t, y(s); 
0~<s~<t) ,o r  (iv) g=g(t ,y (s ) ,x (s ) ;0~<s~<t) .  
y(0) = Y0 is a given random variable with finite second moment and 
(Sg0, Bo, P0) is the corresponding probability space, x ~ {x(t), t e I} is the 
Wiener process with ~(x(t), x(s)) = (1/2t) min(t, s) t, s e I  and (~2, B,/za) is 
the corresponding probability (measure) space where h > 0. 
It is known that i f f  and g satisfy certain appropriate Lipschitz conditions 
[Ahmed (1970), p. 167; Ito (1951), p. 29; Fleming (1966), p. 782; Ahmed 
(1969), p. 47] and if the given initial random variable Y0 has bounded second 
moment then the system 4.1 has a unique (in the stochastic sense) solution y
with bounded second moment for each t e I. For convenience of description 
the solution y may be denoted by y(t) = y(t, Yo , a), t ~ I, Yo ~ f2o , a ~ f2~ 
where sgt contained in D represents he section {x(s) 0 ~ s ~ t} of the Wiener 
process {x(s), 0 ~< s ~< T} and Be contained in B represent the corresponding 
a-algebra. The problem is to synthesize a nonlinear system of the class 
z(t, a) = H(t, x(s, a); 0 ~< s ~< t) so that the output z of this system at time 
T approximates that of the system 4.1 subject to the constraint hat 
fa [ z(T, a)] 2 d/x a is bounded. Precisely we are interested in finding a system H 
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so that its output z at time T minimizes the integral j's~ ° .[a]z(T, ~) -  
y(T, Yo, a){~ dt~ dPo subject o the constraint that fs~ [ z(T, or)] 2 d/~z ~< a < or. 
Without any loss of generality we may assume that ~ t z(T, a)I ~ d~a ~ 1. 
It is known that the process y has a canonical representation [Ahmed (1970), 
Proposition 3] and consequently there exists a L'Joe GaPo a.e., so that 
y(T, Yo, ~) ++L~° that is 
9~ 
y(T, Yo, a) = lim ~o= H~(L~(Y° I T, .q ' . .  %), a) Po a.e. 
where 
L~° ~ (Lo(yo/T), LI( Yo/T, ,rl),... ,Ls(yo/T, 7 1 . . . .  , "rs) "" ), 
By assumption the filter H is to be chosen so that its output z(T, a) is B- 
measurable and belongs to Le(X2, B, ~) .  Therefore by Lemma 5 correspond- 
ing to z(T, a), there is a Ke  G~. Consequently, the problem of optimal 
synthesis of the filter H can be reformulated in the context of the space G~. 
Find a K~ G~ so that fa0] { K-  L~o{[~dP o is a minimum subject to the 
constraint that [] K l{~ ~ 1. Let S 1 : {K ~ G a : [[ K [[~ ~ 1}. Define 
cp(K) z~ f~ l lK_L~o{{~dp o for KeS 1. Since S 1 is bounded, by Prop- 
osition 3, it is weakly compact. S 1 is also weakly closed. The proof of this 
follows from the fact that if {K n} is any sequence from S 1 and if K n --+ K ° 
weakly then for any e > 0 there exists a no(e ) so that I(K ° - -  K ~, K°)] ~ e 
whenever n > no and I{ K° {J] ~ ( K° - -  Kn, K°) + (K ' ,  K °) < e ÷ f] K ° J]a " 
Since this inequality is true for arbitrary E > 0 {{ K ° ]1~ ~< 1, implying that 
K ° e S 1 . The existence of an optimal system H* subject to the constraint 
discussed above will follow if we can prove the existence of an element 
K*  ~ S 1 C G~ that minimizes the function ~o(K). By Proposition 3 S 1 C G~ is 
weakly compact and therefore, by Proposition 5, it follows that if we can 
show that ~(K) is weakly lower semicontinuous on S 1 then there is a K*  ~ S 1 
that minimizes ~o(K) on S 1 . 
Let {K ~} be any sequence in S 1 converging weakly to K ° ~ S 1 . Then 
I[ Kn - -  L~'° II~ = II K'~ - -  K° ÷ K° - -  L~° I1~ 
= ]{ K"  - -  K ° I1~ + 2( Kn -- K°, K° -- L~'°)a ÷ [l K° -- LU° ]]] 
~> II K°  - Z~° ]1~ ÷ 2( K~ - -  K°, K° - -  L~°)a, Po a.e. 
and 
l im lug H K~ - -  Z~° 11] ~> II K ° - -  Z~° I{~ ÷ 2 l im inf  (K  ~ - -  K °, K ° - -  Z~°)~. 
t l  n 
(4.2) 
Since K n --+ K ° weakly, (K  ~ - -  K °, K ° - -  Luo)a ~ 0 Po a.e. 
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Thus lim~ inf (K ~ --  K °, K ° - -  Lv°)a = 0 Po a.e., and the inequality (4.2) 
reduces to 
l iminfl l  K '~ - -L~° l l~  > I/K° - -  LU°]]~, Po a.e. (4.3) 
n 
Integrating either side of 4.3 we have 
f lim inf/] Kn - -  LV° I[] dPo > fo ]I K ° -- Lv° [l~ dPo. 
o o 
(4.4) 
By Fatou's lemma [Dunford (1964), p. 152, Theorem 19] 
fa lim inf tl K"  -- LUo ll] dP o <~ li~inff [] K"  -- LVo II] aP o . (4.5) 
0 ~f20 
By combining 4.4 and 4.5 and using the definition for the function cp we have 
~o(K °) ~ lim inf 9(K'* ). (4.6) 
n 
Thus  it follows from the Definition 7 that the functional ~o is weakly lower 
semieontinuous. Therefore there exists a K*E  S 1 and hence an optimal 
system H* (subject o the constraint discussed before) so that ~o(K*) ~< ~o(K) 
for all K e S 1 and H* is a weak synthesis of the system 4.1, and is given by 
H*(t, x(s) 0 ~ s <~ t) = ~ H~(K~*, ~) 
¢t=O 
for te  [0, T]. 
It is interesting to note that the function ~0(K) = re0 l[ K --  Lvo Ill dPo is 
also (strongly) lower semicontinuous on G a ; for if K' - -~ K °, strongly then 
f& H K° --  LU° ]]a 2 dPo <~ lim inf f ][ K"  --  L ~° II 2 dP o Do 
which is easily verified by use of Fatou's lemma. Thus if F C G a is condi- 
tionally compact (Proposition 4) and is closed then 5o attains its (strong) 
minimum in F and this coincides with its weak minimum with respect to 
the set F. 
Further if the initial condition Yo for the system 1.4 is fixed then q~(K) is 
even continuous and therefore attains both its minimum and maximum on F. 
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V. EXTENSIONS 
Define the normed vector space Ga ~ (p >~ 1) for h > 0 by 
Ga~ = IK  ~ (/(7o, K I ' "  K~ -"): K s ~L~(P)  for each s ~ N and that 
= 8"" I Ks('q ,..., %)1" arl "'" dr < oo . 
For p = 2 we have the Hilbert space G a with which this paper was con- 
cerned. For p >~ 1 it can be shown that Ga" is a Banach space and like L ~ 
spaces over finite dimensional spaces it is possible to show that Gfl (where 
(I/p) + (l/q) = 1) is the Banach space dual to the Banach space Gay. For 
p >~ 2 it can be shown that the Banach spaces Ga" are reflexive and therefore 
every bounded set in it is weakly compact. The criterion for strong conditional 
compactness of subsets of the space Ga" ( p = 2) given in Proposition 4 may 
be suitably modified for the Banach space G 2 p >~ 2. Since for the Wiener 
measure space (D, B,/~a)/za(D) = 1, L'~(D, B, iza) CL~I(X2, B,/za) for 
P~ > Pl ) 1 but such an inclusion relation need not hold for the Banach 
spaces G~(p  >~ 1). 
Remark. It is interesting to note that owing to the basic property of the 
Wiener process {x(t), t e I} --  d~(x(t) x(s)) = (l/2A) min(t, s)--and the struc- 
ture of the stochastic Ito integral based on the Wiener process (the integral of 
the second term in Eq. (4.1)) the most appropriate space for the description 
of such systems i  the Hilbert space Ga = G~ ~. 
Study of stochastic systems represented by the elements of the Banach 
spaces G~(p  >~ 1) remains an interesting open problem to the author. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper the concept of a normed linear system space G a was intro- 
duced and certain basic properties of the space Ga was presented. It was 
shown that Ga is a Hilbert space. Certain criteria for the weak and strong 
compactness of a set F C Ga were presented. In other words, criterion of weak 
and strong compactness of a family of nonlinear systems in the system space 
Ga were presented. This leads to the solution of the problem of weak and 
strong synthesis of the nonlinear systems with constraints on the system space. 
The above result was illustrated by an example from filter theory and 
stochastic Ito differential equations. It is interesting to note that the system 
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space G a includes both hereditary and ordinary stochastic differential systems. 
Extension to more general system spaces Ga~(p ~ 1), ~ > 0 was briefly 
indicated. 
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